
Schele-Mixer 2b Assembling instructions

1. Solder the small components
 C27 = 472

C26 = 223
C28 = 473
C29 = 222
R13 = 2k2
680k = 680k



2. Solder the RCA jacks in, make sure they align with the PCB edge.



3. Solder left over leg from the resistor in hole above my thumb



4. Cut power wire to size, and solder in place, then bend the leg that was soldered in 
in step 3 over the wire and solder it in, be careful not to solder to long because it can 
melt thru the power wire then. this wire is there to give extra strength to the 
connection of the power wire connector. (note that on the above image the power 
wire is connected in the correct polarity (black to GND), in all images below it 
is in reverse)



5. bend potentiometer lug or cut off (see jumper pointing at bend lug, this is so it 
doesn't hit the top panel)



6. The push switches have a direction, there is a line on one side, they should be out 
in like sen below.



7. put all components in the board and mount the top panel with the bolts nots and 
long spacers. make user you can puch the switches and rotate the small pot, before 
you solder all in place. 



8. Screw the batter clip in using the 2.5mm bolts



9. Cut the long legs of of the pots after you have soldered all in place. (otherwise 
they will hit the bottom panel).

 NOW also take the time to measure if there is a short circuit using your 
multimeter.

if there isn't a short circuit you can test the schele-mixer on your TV to see if 
it works.



10. mount the bottom panel with the small spacers.



11. Put the rubber bumpers on.



12. Done.


